Story Dice

Description
Roll the dice to select six stimulus words and build a story around them.

Competencies
- Creative and imaginative thinking
- Organization and planning
- Written communication skills
- Creative expression

Materials
- Paper
- Pencils or pens
- Dice
- Story Dice template

Implementation
1. Participants throw a dice six times to select a stimulus word from each of the six circles on the Story Dice template
2. Write down the six stimulus words at the top of a sheet of paper
3. Participants write a short story that uses all of the six stimulus words at least once

Book Suggestions
*Countdown to Danger: Canadian Survival* by Jeff Szpirglas
*Lost!* by Terry Lynn Johnson
*Sukaq and the Raven* by Roy Goose and Kerry McCluskey
*Wild Ideas* by Elin Kelsey
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